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• Food recognition is a fine-grained problem: high inter-class similarity and intra-class variance.
• We propose Dining on Details (DoD), a subset expert-based approach in fine-grained food recognition.

• With power of recent LLMs and the robustness of ImageBind to find similar classes in the multi-modal space.
• End-to-end multi-task learning process, enhancing performance especially with highly similar classes.
• It is a universal add-on to any existing classifier.

• Obtain competitive results in various food benchmarks with different backbones, and state-of-the-art in Food-101.
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• Using BLIP-2, we use a pretrained image encoder and LLM to 
obtain the ingredient list of every image.

• ImageBind projects every list of ingredients to the multi-
modal latent space.

• Get the average vector for each class.

• For each cluster of classes, we append an expert classifier sub-
network after the baseline backbone.

• Trained to distinguish specific in that cluster or “other”.

• We average the last pre-classifier vector of every head (including 
the original) and train a combined or aggregated classifier from 
that regularized vector.

• To speed up the learning, we use mutual knowledge distillation
between the original classifier H0 and the aggregated classifier.

• Everything is trained jointly in an end-to-end multi-task fashion:

• Improves the baseline in a wide variety of 
datasets and backbones (CNN and 
transformers).

• Improves Food-101 SOTA by more than 1 point.

• The method mainly improves in previously highly confused images (very similar).
• GradCAM shows that DoD focuses characteristics and differentiating parts of the images.
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